
A blessing before departure

Packed and ready to go!

I’m not in Kansas anymore with
such exotic fruits as Longan,

Papaya, and Rambutan.

Very tasty on rice!

Chopsticks help one to concentrate. “Don’t drop it,
don’t drop it, don’t drop it!”

Week One: Sunday — January 27, 2019
Da Lat, Vietnam                          
The Chopsticks Saved Me  . . .

My flight from Hong Kong to Saigon was filled with Vietnamese
expatriates who were coming home to Vietnam to celebrate Tet

with their families. This holiday is the
most important time of the year here. It is
a three day celebration of the Chinese
New Year but in fact the parties go on for
a couple of weeks. So, there I am in the
middle of all these expats on the plane
when the flight attendant asks me if I
would like some chopsticks for my meal. Without pausing to ask
what the meal included I
accepted her offer. It
consisted of poached cod
fish and white rice and the
chopsticks served me well. I
ate the meal with gusto and

finished it off with a cup of green tea. Unbeknown to
me, I was being watched by a fellow passenger seated
to my right. When we landed in Saigon he
congratulated me for my accomplished use of the

chopsticks and told me
that he lived in Los
Angeles and that he
owned an investment business. This Vietnamese gentleman travels
to Vietnam about every three
months for his business. He was
most interested in why I was
traveling to Vietnam and so I told
him my story. 

The plane landed at Than Son
International Airport at 1:00 A.M.
and I thought that this would end our
conversation. I was beginning to
dread the upcoming 45 minute to
one hour wait in the cue to pass

through Vietnam Immigration when my new acquaintance took me
under his wings and offered to speed me through all the red tape
by walking with him through the VIP Embassy line. He knew all
of the inspectors and government officials at the airport and they greeted each other like long lost
cousins. I was introduced to them as his friend and they responded with aa bow, a handshake, and



My room at Da Lat was
complete with a refrigerator,

coffee pot, fresh flowers, and a
fruit basket.

A miracle picture of Saigon without the 
usual smog.

The entire chocolate bar was
dispatched and eaten within

 five minutes!

The first of many gifts from the USA shared
with the novices — a 5 lb solid Hershey’s

chocolate bar.

Enjoying one of many more to come Hot Pot soups.

a smile. They took our passports and stamped them
without hesitation and they actually carried my carry on
bags to the luggage pickup area. And so what was
going to be a possible one hour endurance test of
standing in the line turned into a pleasant 5 minute
meeting with the officers. And when I picked up my
checked luggage I was escorted to the exit by the
officers without having to subject them to further

inspection. Thank God for
that because my bags
included Rosaries, Holy
Cards, and a Catholic
Bible all of which are
illegal to bring into the country.
Thank God for chopsticks!

I decided to stay at a nearby
airport hotel for the night rather
than disturb the Friars with my
early morning arrival and eventual
departure to Da Lat. I checked
into the hotel and immediately
fell asleep for the rest of the
morning and into the afternoon.

The fourteen hour time zone difference between Vietnam and
Albuquerque can really challenge ones day (or is it night
time?) I boarded my 35 minute flight to Da Lat and I was met

at the airport by Fr Francis De
who is the novice director. 

I have been here in
Da Lat for a total of
two and a half days
and I have already
participated in two
pre-Tet parties. The
first one was on
Saturday with the
local Secular
Franciscans and the
second one is with
the seven Aspirants
who are living in a

home provided by the Franciscans while they are attending college. This year there are eighteen



Six of the Aspirant college students with Fr De
 and yours truly.

My home in Da Lat for the next three months.

novices and they have all greeted me warmly with the
usual “do you remember me?” question. I met them two
years ago when they were Aspirants at the seminary in
Saigon (Thu Duc) and for them that short encounter was
enough for them to consider me as their friend and
brother. And I met a young Temporary Professed Friar
who is in his Apostolic Year here at Da Lat who
remembers me when he was a postulant five years ago
when I taught him at Binh Gia. He even saved a picture
that he had of me posing with him. 

My first lesson of this year is about the importance of
relationships. For the Vietnamese, to befriend someone is to make a commitment for a lifetime.
Friendships are not disposable commodities. Rather, they are meant to be nurtured and valued. It
is in stark contrast to our transient way of relating. The second lesson is cultural sensitivity.
Small actions on my part can have an impact on those around me especially if our ethnic and
cultural backgrounds differ. I begin my tenth year of part time ministry in Vietnam. I pray for
guidance from the Holy Spirit to . . . Listen . . . Learn . . . and Reflect.

Peace and All Good!

Bruce


